Abstract Differential Evolution is known for its simplicity and effectiveness as an evolutionary optimizer. In recent years, many researchers have focused on the exploration of Differential Evolution (DE). The objective of this paper is to show the evolutionary and population dynamics for the empirical testing on 3-Parents Differential Evolution (3PDE) for unconstrained function optimization (Teng et al. 2007) . In this paper, 50 repeated evolutionary runs for each of 20 well-known benchmarks were carried out to test the proposed algorithms against the original 4-parents DE algorithm. As a result of the observed evolutionary dynamics, 3PDE-SAF performed the best among the preliminary proposed algorithms that included 3PDE-SACr and 3PDE-SACrF. Subsequently, 3PDE-SAF is chosen for the self-adaptive population size for testing dynamic population sizing methods using the absolute (3PDE-SAF-Abs) and relative (3PDE-SAF-Rel) population size encodings. The final result shows that 3PDE-SAF-Rel produced a better performance and convergence overall compared to all the other proposed algorithms, including the original DE. In terms of population dynamics, the population size in 3PDE-SAF-Abs exhibited disadvantageously high dynamics that caused less efficient results. On the other hand, the population size in 3PDE-SAF-Rel was observed to be approximately constant at ten times the number of variables being optimized, hence giving a better and more stable performance.
Introduction
Differential Evolution (DE) is known for its simplicity as a population-based, stochastic and powerful function optimizer (Storn and Price 1995) . Recently, it has become a highly favored evolutionary algorithm for optimization, particularly in engineering design (Onwubolu and Babu 2004; Chakraborty 2008) . It was successfully applied into many real world engineering design applications. Therefore, in this paper, the focus is on the evolutionary dynamics and population dynamics for the proposed algorithms previously described in Teng et al. (2007) . In this paper, the parameter settings comprise of the (i) crossover rate, (ii) population size, and (iii) number of generations (Storn and Price 1995) . To automate the process of parameter selection in this paper, a self-adaptive method is used. Here, Eiben's definition of self-adaptation is adopted, that is self-adaptation refers to changes are made to parameters during evolution through inclusion of parameters into genetic encoding that is itself subjected to evolutionary process and pressures (Eiben et al. 1999) .
The concept of 3PDE will be explained in Sect. 1.2. This is followed by Sect. 1.3 which will explain the experimental setup used in this paper. The analysis of the evolutionary algorithms for 3PDE-SACr, 3PDE-SAF and 3PDE-SACrF will be discussed in Sect. 1.4. This is followed by the analysis of the evolutionary algorithms for 3PDE-SAF and 3PDE in Sect. 1.5. In Sect. 1.6, the evolutionary dynamics will be discussed for 3PDE-SAF-Abs and 3PDE-SAF-Rel. The discussion about the evolutionary dynamics for 3PDE-SAF-Rel and 3PDE will be given in Sect. 1.7. Subsequently, the population dynamics for 3PDE-SAF-Abs and 3PDE-SAF-Rel will be presented in Sect. 1.8. This is followed by the statistical testing for significance in the obtained performance results in Sects. 1.9 and 1.10 conclude will conclude the paper.
2 3-Parents differential evolution 3-Parents Differential Evolution (3PDE) has successfully reduced the parental requirement in the original Differential Evolution without significant reduction in the function optimization performance by providing better convergence to optimality compared to original DE. It uses a 3-Parents (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) crossover scheme rather than the original 4-Parents (x t , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) crossover in the Differential Evolution algorithm. The efficacy of 3PDE has been previously reported in (Teng and Teo 2006) . 3PDE provides better average performance and the stability compared to original Differential Evolution. 3PDE differs from original Differential Evolution in terms of the number of parents required. The improved performance for the 3-parents version can be attributed to the random selection of the base vector, which is the target for replacement. In the original 4-parents version, every individual in the population is forced to undergo this survivor selection process resulting in a much higher selection pressure on individuals compared to the 3-parents version, where in the latter case the target base vector for replacement is now probabilistically chosen from the population. Hence, the lower selection pressure may allow the 3-parents version to retain more diversity in the population and hence avoid premature convergence compared to the 4-parents version.
Usually, the number of population parameter (NP) is set to 5-10 times the number of variables (Price and Storn 1997) . In most cases, the range for scaling factor (F) is always 0.4-1.0, it however lies in [0, 2] in the original DE (Kaelo and Ali 2006) . Generally, crossover rate (C r ) lies in the range of 0.1 B C r B 1.0 but, it can be as large as necessary (Ali and Torn 2004) . The effect of C r has been studied in (Kaelo and Ali 2006; Ali and Torn 2004) and it was found that C r = 0.5 is a reasonable choice. In this paper, the parameters had been selected where NP is 10 times of number of variables (10 9 D), C r is 0.5 and F is 0.5. So, in 3PDE-SACr, F has been fixed to 0.5 while in 3PDE-SAF, C r is set to 0.5. For the self-adaptive population size in absolute and relative encodings, both of the population size is initialized as 10 times the number of variables.
Experimental setup
All these algorithms were compared using 20 different benchmark functions (Ali et al. 2005; Yao and Liu 1996; Das et al. 2005) as shown in Table 1 where D represents the number of variables. U refers to unimodal test functions while M are multimodal functions. Each evolutionary setup was run for 100,000 generations and repeated for 50 times using 50 randomly chosen seeds. The maximum number of generations represented by MAX-GEN was set equal to 100,000 generations similar to what is used in other studies for function optimization. The stopping criteria were set to two conditions, which are commonly used in the literature (Ho et al. 2003; Tu and Lu 2004): (i) reaching a fitness of 1 9 10 -20 or, (ii) reaching the MAXGEN of 100,000 generations. 4 Evolutionary dynamics for 3PDE-SACr, 3PDE-SAF and 3PDE-SACrF
In Teng et al. (2007) , three different algorithms have been proposed based using 3PDE. The full details of these algorithms can be found in Teng et al. (2007) . The proposed algorithms are listed below:
(i) Self-adaptive crossover rate with fixed scaling factor (3PDE-SACr)-this uses DE but with the augmentation of a crossover rate that is evolved and optimized; (ii) Self-adaptive scaling factor with fixed crossover rate (3PDE-SAF)-this uses DE but with the augmentation of a scaling factor that is evolved and optimized; (iii) Self-adaptive both crossover rate and scaling factor in combination (3PDE-SACrF)-this uses DE but with the augmentation of a crossover rate and scaling factor that are both evolved and optimized.
The main advantages of having a self-adaptive parameter tuning scheme is that the user is relieved of the burden of doing preliminary runs to determine what are reasonably good value to use for the evolutionary optimization algorithm. However, the disadvantage is that the values are determined automatically and dynamically adjusted through an evolutionary process by virtue of the self-adaptation, which may in some rare cases lead to sub-optimal values being used due to similar problems encountered with the actual optimization problem itself in the form of premature convergence. Table 2 presents the number of runs that converged to optimality with the average number of generations for all the proposed algorithms in this paper. For the convergence comparison among 3PDE-SACr, 3PDE-SAF and 3PDE-SACrF, 3PDE-SAF has the best convergence. However, when comparing 3PDE-SAF-Abs and 3PDE-SAF-Rel, 3PDE-SAF-Rel performed better in terms of convergence than 3PDE-SAF-Abs.
Figures 1a and b show the progress to the optimum solution for selected unimodal functions. Figure 1a illustrates the progress to the optimum solution for the Camel BackThree Hump Problem using 3PDE-SACr, 3PDE-SAF, and 3PDE-SACrF for one particular run. From the graph, all the algorithms could converge Camel Back-Three Hump Problem to optimality. However, 3PDE-SAF could converge faster than the other algorithms. Figure 1b shows the progress to the optimum solution for these three proposed algorithms for a particular run in Schwefel's Problem 2.22. Similar to Figure 1a , all the algorithms converged in this selected benchmark to optimality. However, 3PDE-SAF is again found converging faster to the optimum solution than the other algorithms. Figures 1c and d show the progress to the optimum solution using 3PDE-SACr, 3PDE-SAF and 3PDE-SACrF for some selected multimodal benchmark test problems. Figure 1c shows the progress to optimality of one particular run in Rastrigin's Function. In this case, 3PDE-SAF is superior to the other algorithms since it could converge while the other algorithms could not. Upon closer inspection, the other two algorithms met with very early convergence due to loss of genetic diversity. Clearly, 3PDE-SAF has a better convergence compared to all the other algorithms. In Figure 1d , the graph shows the progress to the optimum solution for another selected multimodal benchmark test problem, which is the Modified Rosenbrock's Problem. Again, the results show that 3PDE-SAF outperformed the other algorithms since it could converge in Modified Rosenbrock's Problem faster than other algorithms.
Evolutionary dynamics for 3PDE-SAF and 3PDE
The progress to the optimum solution for selected unimodal functions are shown in Fig. 2a and b. Figure 2a illustrates the progress to the optimum solution for the Camel Back-Three Hump Problem using 3PDE-SAF and 3PDE for one particular run.
From the graph, both of the algorithms could converge for Camel Back-Three Hump Problem to optimality. However, 3PDE-SAF could converge faster than 3PDE. Figure 2b shows the progress to the optimum solution for these algorithms for a particular run in Schwefel's Problem 2.22. Similar to Fig. 2a , both of the algorithms converged in this selected benchmark to optimality. In this case, 3PDE-SAF is again found converging faster to the optimum solution than 3PDE.
Figures 2c and d show the progress to optimum solution using 3PDE-SAF and 3PDE for two selected multimodal benchmark test problems. Figure 2c shows the progress to optimality of one particular run in the Rastrigin's Function. In this case, 3PDE-SAF is superior to 3PDE since it could converge while 3PDE could not. Obviously, 3PDE-SAF has a better convergence compared to 3PDE. In Fig. 2d , the graph shows the progress to the optimum solution for another selected multimodal benchmark test problem, which is the Modified Rosenbrock's Problem. Again, the results show that 3PDE-SAF outperformed 3PDE since it converge Modified Rosenbrock's Problem faster than 3PDE. Evolutionary and population dynamics of 3 parents differential evolution 511
Evolutionary dynamics for 3PDE-SAF-Abs and 3PDE-SAF-Rel
The following figures show the progress to the optimum solution for two unimodal and two multimodal functions using 3PDE-SAF-Abs and 3PDE-SAF-Rel, which are the absolute versus relative encoding methods for encoding the population size parameter. In these algorithms, further augmentation is added in the form of self-adapting the population size parameter on top of self-adapting the scaling factor parameter in the DE algorithm. The main advantage is that the DE algorithm is now completely tune free in terms of its parameters that significantly affects its performance by removing yet another crucial and time-consuming parameter to tune, which is the population size. Figure 3a shows the progress to the optimum solution for a particular run in Schwefel's Problem 2.22. From the figure, 3PDE-SAF-Rel converged to optimality after 10 4 generations while 3PDE-SAF-Abs could not converge to the optimum solution. Figure 3b shows the progress to the optimum solution for a selected run in another unimodal function, which is Powell's Quadratic Problem. Both of the algorithms converged in this run to optimality after 10 3 generations. However, it was found that 3PDE-SAF-Rel could converge slightly faster than 3PDE-SAF-Abs at the end of the evolutionary process. Figure 3c and d show the progress to the optimum solution for two selected multimodal functions. Figure 3c shows the progress to optimality for a particular run in Griewangk's Function. From the graph, both algorithms are very competitive during the evolution and converged to optimality after 10 4 generations. However, 3PDE-SAF-Rel could converge slightly faster than 3PDE-SAF-Abs during the evolution. Figure 3d shows the progress to the optimum solution for a particular run in Schaffer's Problem 1. Cleary, 3PDE-SAF-Rel could converge to the optimum solution at 10 4 generations while 3PDE-SAF-Abs could not. Generally, 3PDE-SAF-Rel has a better and faster convergence compared to 3PDE-SAF-Abs.
7 Evolutionary dynamics for 3PDE-SAF-Rel and 3PDE-SAF Figure 4a -b show the comparison of the progress to the optimum solution for 3PDE-SAFRel and 3PDE-SAF for two unimodal and two multimodal functions. Figure 4a shows the progress to the optimum solution for a particular run in Schwefel's Problem 2.22. Both algorithms could converge to optimality after 10 4 generations. However, 3PDE-SAF-Rel converged slightly faster during the evolution compared to 3PDE-SAF. Figure 4b shows the progress to the optimum solution for a particular run in another unimodal function, which is Powell's Quadratic Problem. Both of the algorithms converged to optimality after 10 3 generations. However, 3PDE-SAF-Rel could converge to optimality slightly faster than 3PDE-SAF. Figure 4c shows the progress to the optimum solution for a particular run Evolutionary and population dynamics of 3 parents differential evolution 513 in Griewangk's Function. Again, both algorithms could converge to optimality after 10 4 generations. However, 3PDE-SAF-Rel converged slightly faster than 3PDE-SAF. The progress to the optimum solution for a particular run in Schaffer's Problem 1 is shown is Fig. 4d . From the figure, this run could converge to the optimum solution at 10 4 generations using 3PDE-SAF-Rel while it could not converge to the optimality using 3PDE-SAF. Upon closer observation, it was discovered that the dynamic population sizing strategy assisted the optimization process to escape premature convergence through modifying the population size, an option which was not afforded to the 3PDE-SAF algorithm that remained stuck at a local optima that was difficult to escape. Hence, 3PDE-SAF-Rel has better convergence compared to 3PDE-SAF in general.
Population dynamics for 3PDE-SAF-Abs and 3PDE-SAF-Rel
The comparison of the best solution obtained over 50 runs using the proposed algorithms against the original DE is presented in Table 3a and b for their average best solution and the standard deviation. From the table, both 3PDE-SAF and 3PDE-SAF-Rel clearly had a better performance than the original DE.
From the results in the Sect. 1.7, it is clearly shown that the self-adaptive population size with relative methodology performed better than self-adaptive population size with absolute methodology. Subsequently, this section will analyze the changes of the population size in both 3PDE-SAF-Abs and 3PDE-SAF-Rel respectively in Tables 2 and 3. In In Table 4 , the population size found at the end of the evolution in every benchmark using the 3PDE-SAF-Abs is too dynamic with large variations. The population size with such large changes using the absolute methodology is most likely the cause of the poor performance in 3PDE-SAF-Abs since the large changes in the quantum of the population size causes a high level of instability during the evolutionary optimization process. Figure 5a -d show the self-adaptive population size for 3PDE-SAF-Abs. From the graphs, the population sizes are showing a decreasing trend during the evolution especially for De Jong's Function 2. For Schwefel's Problem 2.22. The population size is seen to be decreasing at the beginning until 10 4 generations. Then, the population sizes remained in the range of 3-10. For Ackley's Function, the population size is decreasing dramatically at the beginning to 10 4 generations. After that, it remains in the range of 30-40. On the other hand, the population size for Wood's Function is also decreasing at the early generations until 10 4 generations. Then, it remains in the range of 3-10 until the end of the evolution. The final population size found during the evolution using 3PDE-SAF-Rel is given in Table 5 . It is very different compared to the population size in 3PDE-SAF-Abs. Again, the maximum (Max), minimum (Min) of the population size together with the average and standard deviation of the population size are reported. In many cases, the population size although dynamic but remains quite close to the range of 10 9 D where D is the number of Evolutionary and population dynamics of 3 parents differential evolution 517
variables. Figure 6a -d show the self-adaptive population size for 3PDE-SAF-Rel for particular benchmarks. For De Jong's Function 2, the population sizes are always found to be 100 for the early of the generations until 10 4 generations. After that, the population size increased to 111. Finally, the population size remains at the size of 111 until end of the evolution.
The population size for Schwefel's Problem 2.22 remains at 100 at first until 10 4 generations. The population size then decreases and finally remains at the size of 79. For Ackley's Function, the population size again remains at the default but then it starts increasing to the population size of 106. After that, it starts to decrease before it remains at the size to 85 until the end of the evolution. Finally, for Wood's Function, the population size remains at the default until 10 3 generations. Then, it starts decrease to the population size of 27. After that, the population size increases to 28 and remains at this population size until the end of the evolution.
As a conclusion, the figures show that the self-adaptive population sizes using 3PDE-SAF-Rel are much more stable compared to the population size using 3PDE-SAF-Abs although it is still dynamic. Hence, it has been shown that the relative methodology with a more controlled approach to changing and self-adapting the population size is preferable. This is an important conclusion in that although the final population sizes do not change much from the original setting, the fact that the process allows for dynamic changes to the population size during the optimization process affords the algorithm some way to escape the local minima that surround the global optimum, thus allowing these improved algorithms to continue exploration of the search space and home in on the true global optimum. 
Statistical testing
For all the cases in the following tables, the number of paired samples is equal to 50 and hence the degree of freedom is equal to 49. The standard error of difference of the two means, 95% confidence interval of the difference, t value and two-tailed p value are listed together with their significance condition in each table. The significance is presented by Not Significant (N.S.), Not Quite Significant (N.Q.S.), Very Significant (V.E.) and Extremely Significant (E.S.) respectively. Table 6 illustrates the results of paired two-tailed t tests for the average best solution of 3PDE-SAF and the original DE. The benchmarks with their average of the best solution that converged to optimality in both 3PDE-SAF and original DE are ignored for the t test. Also, the t test is ignored for the benchmarks which produced the identical results for both algorithms. Hence, F3, F4, F6, F7, F9, F10, F14, F16 and F19 are considered for the t test in this case. Results clearly showed that most of the functions in the table are significantly different for both algorithms except for F16. So, the overall results showed that 3PDE-SAF is statistically significant in terms of outperforming original DE in most of the test functions. Table 7 illustrates the results of paired two-tailed t test for the average best solution of 3PDE-SAF-Rel and the original DE algorithm. Once more, the benchmarks that converged to optimality or produced the same results by using these two algorithms are ignored for Evolutionary and population dynamics of 3 parents differential evolution 519 the hypothesis testing. In this case, 3PDE-SAF-Rel showed extreme statistical significance for improved performance F3, F6, F10, F14 and F19 to original DE. On the other hand, F4 and F7 showed very significant improvements of 3PDE-SAF-Rel. For F9 and F16, there was no significance difference between the two algorithms. Overall, there is clear statistical evidence to conclude that 3PDE-SAF-Rel is significantly better than original DE. Table 8 lists the results of paired two-tailed t tests for the average best solution of 3PDE-SAF and 3PDE. In this case, 3PDE-SAF significantly outperformed 3PDE for F6 and F9.
In addition, Table 9 shows the results of paired two-tailed t test for the average best solution of 3PDE-SAF-Rel and 3PDE-SAF. In this case, 3PDE-SAF-Rel can be accepted as a slightly better algorithm and is certainly as good as 3PDE-SAF for function optimization, and even performed better than 3PDE-SAF in one test function which is F14.
Conclusion
From the empirical testing and observations made on the evolutionary dynamics of the proposed algorithms, 3PDE-SAF-Rel performed the best among all the algorithms used in the comparison and also had a better convergence compared to the other algorithms. In terms of population dynamics, we have shown that the population size is actually changing during the self-adaptive tuning phases of the evolutionary optimization algorithm which crucially provides a mechanism for the algorithms to escape premature convergence. In this case, an approximately constant sizing of the population with small changes in 3PDE-SAF-Rel gave the best performance compared to 3PDE-SAF-Abs, which had very dynamic population sizes, making it as a less efficient algorithm for unconstrained function optimization. In conclusion, a self-adaptive scaling factor with fixed crossover rate but utilizing a relative self-adaptive population sizing method produced a more effective and efficient improved variant of the Differential Evolution algorithm. Evolutionary and population dynamics of 3 parents differential evolution 521 i subject to -100 B x i B 100. The global minimum is located where x = (0, 0,…, 0) with f(x) = 0. subject to -50 B x 1 , x 2 B 50 with n = 2. It is unimodal function where the number of local minima is unknown. However, the global minimum is located at x = (0, 0) with f(x) = 0.
Wood's Function
